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Children’s Health Defense Condemns Violence in Advance
of Worldwide Freedom Demonstrations
As freedom advocates prepare to convene in more than 180 cities around the world tomorrow for
Worldwide Rallies for Freedom, CHD condemns in advance plans by infiltrators to incite violence at what are
intended to be peaceful demonstrations.

The Defender is experiencing censorship on many social channels. Be sure to stay in touch with the news that matters
by subscribing to our top news of the day. It's free.
Freedom advocates will convene in more than 180 cities around the world tomorrow, July 24, to participate in
Worldwide Rallies for Freedom.
Children’s Health Defense (CHD) has supported similar peaceful gatherings in the past. CHD enthusiastically supports
the peaceful exercise of civil rights, including the rights to freedom of speech and freedom of assembly.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/childrens-health-defense-condemns-violence-worldwide-freedom-demonstrations/?itm_term=home
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CHD — an organization dedicated to peace — opposes violence in any form.
Unfortunately, CHD has become aware of credible information suggesting in ltrators in some health freedom groups
are calling on armed individuals to show up at planned peaceful demonstrations tomorrow.
In particular, CHD has learned that individuals named “Harry” and “Gina” have in ltrated numerous Telegram groups,
exhorting members to bring rearms to the planned gatherings. For example, one text message in a Texas group said,
“Thanks for carrying and you’re welcome to carry any long or short gun my friend. Up to you.”
CHD calls on people to be aware, be careful and to shun any demonstrators who advocate violence or engage in it.

Subscribe to The Defender - It’s Free!
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Ol' Hipp y • 2 months ago

Be aware that there are at some peaceful events agents provocateurs, those that cause trouble to
throw suspicion to the cause and bring the belligerent cops in to crack a few skulls for good
measure. I saw it last summer during the BLM protests--some were off-duty cops as agents
themselves, disguised, of course.
8 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
MICHAEL • 2 months ago • edited

UNFORTUNATELY THERE ARE SMALL MINORITY GROUPS WHOSE INTENT IS TO
DISCREDIT PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATIONS AND PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATORS. THEIR
TACTICS ARE SO FAR VERY DIFFICULT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT TO DISCERN AND
"READ" - CROWDS OF PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATORS NEED ACTUAL TACTICS NOT JUST
CAUTIONS.
PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATORS SHOULD CONSIDER:
1. SEPARATING THEMSELVES FROM THOSE WHO ARE PARTICIPATING IN VIOLENTACTS.
2. IMMEDIATELY STOP DEMONSTRATIONS AND PROVIDE A WIDE SPACE AND DISTANCE
SO THAT LAW ENFORCEMENT CAN CLEARLY SEE AND REACH THOSE WHO ARE
PARTICIPATING IN VIOLENT ACTS OR DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY.
3. DO NOT ENGAGE VIOLENT PERPETRATORS.
4. GIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT PLENTY OF SPACE TO GET TO THE
VIOLENTPERPETRATORS.
5. LET LAW ENFORCEMENT DO THEIR JOB.
8

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
You can call me Al > MICHAEL • 2 months ago

They are not small minority groups, they are the undercover coppers, crisis actors or
contactors paid for by the governments. Whether they be BLM, Antifa, small independent groups they are all organised, trained and paid for.
8 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›

Watersnake • 2 months ago
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Rabbit hole: Sounds like the NSA can listen in on supposedly encrypted Signal app conversations
and handed data over to the CIA to create chaos in peaceful groups. Just saying.
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6 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Wendy Coyle • 2 months ago

Thanks for the head's up.
We need to keep it a peaceful, non-violent movement to capture the heart's and minds of the public
to turn things around.
9

△ ▽ 2 • Reply • Share ›
Mr Sausage > Wendy Coyle • 2 months ago

Exactly. I am mighty sick and tired of people threatening violence 0 not only against other
people but also against the state in order to overthrow it. Whilst untainted democracy still exists,
violence is never an option. How these people ever think they will get others onto their side
through violence is completely beyond my comprehension.
3 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Edward > Wendy Coyle • 2 months ago This

is untrue!!!!
2 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Cathleen McGuire • 2 months ago

New York has definitely been hit by "Harry" and "Gina" and their local boots on the ground
operative(s).
Everywhere, including New York, the following is their 2-pronged global operation strategy:
1.
Gain admin access to local social media accounts and then block out the authentic activists
from the very accounts they (the authentic activists) built. And/or create astroturf social media
accounts with names and branding very similar to local existing social media.
Use the social media accounts to blast messaging often counter to the official Worldwide
Demonstration objectives. More importantly, siphon subscribers away from authentic local
Worldwide Rallies for Freedom activist accounts.
2.
Create a second conflicting rally time/location to undermine the authentic local
WorldwideRally for Freedom. These sabotaging efforts create both confusion and internal
divisiveness, including negative attacks by the agents provocateur against the authentic veteran
local activists.
Many health freedom activists are somewhat new to activism. They do not have knowledge of FBI
tactics such as COINTELPRO, or even the ability to perceive themselves as targets of similar
infiltration (e.g., the Capitol protests). Failure to process that the health freedom movement is in
the midst of a COINTELPRO 2.0 assault has resulted in either denying infiltration and/or pursuing
misguided, albeit well-intentioned, decisions to proactively seek "unity" with local operatives.
When the entire establishment from the President, to the Pentagon, to the Department of Justice
make coordinated statements that the biggest threat to the nation is “domestic terrorists,” only a
Pollyanna would believe that medical freedom activists fighting against the lockdowns, masks,
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/childrens-health-defense-condemns-violence-worldwide-freedom-demonstrations/?itm_term=home
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Pollyanna would believe that medical freedom activists fighting against the lockdowns, masks,
vaccines, and passports are not in the establishment’s crosshairs.
6 △ ▽ 1 • Reply • Share ›
bwetersr • 2 months ago

Some people believe that we need to keep it a peaceful and non-violent movement.
I am against any violent act; however, do you really think that with just rallying and chanting on the
streets we will make those who poison the lives of our children and our will change the course?
The history shows that governments start considering the will of the public only after they realize
that the outraged public is a threat for their political employment. Certainly, we should be vigilant
and not allow to be provoked by those on the other side of the barricade.
The problem with the mass vaccination is a matter of life and death, LITERALLY.
Now you tell me what is your plan for battling this conspiracy against the 99% of the population and
this medical terrorism fuelled by corrupt politicians, corrupt news and broadcast outlets, and
corrupt big tech companies.
2

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mr Sausage > bwetersr • 2 months ago

I know what I would have done if I were younger and did not have so many medical issues
(none of which I had better add make me more vulnerable to respiratory or other communicable
diseases!). And that would be to stand as a candidate for Parliament. It is amazing how strong
independants are becoming. That said, I am pretty certain enough are sufficiently fed up that we
will have many more choices in coming elections. There have been some very good people come
out of the woodwork this last 18 months including small business owners who I believe always
bring much needed commonsense to policy making versus those who went to university, got a
political arts degree and never actually had any real life or job experience. Back in my day you got
both and that is what was expected of you. I will always maintain that fair and democratic elections
are the answer. And if the "other side" gets in, we just have to cop it since one day, whatever side
we choose will be the ones in power. The pendulum always swings, however slowly. Yes, I know
that brings in the sideline more esoteric arguments regarding education etc but you cannot change
that without political power to begin with.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Deathjab > Mr Sausage • 2 months ago

No matter what side of politics you choose most if not all politicians are in the
pockets of the big corporates, and big business no democracy will save us in this instance.
More powerful methods are needed and the whole system from the top down needs
restructuring, ie bigger panels of people need to decide the legislation process not corrupt
individuals, I don’t have all the answers here but the current system is not serving the
people. Only the rich and powerful cabal are served against the people’s interest.
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
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bwetersr > Deathjab • 2 months ago

"More powerful methods are needed and the whole system from the top
down needs restructuring,"
In my view, regardless of which party is in power, the richest will always find
a way to corrupt those we elect to represent us. The problem is in human
nature. With few exceptions, humans tend to change their values one in
power. Absolute power corrupt absolutely.
The common between politicians and diapers is that both have to be
changed very often for the same reason.
The only powerful method I see is a vigorous pressure from the public,
including taking the streets. In conjunction, we the people, need to form
movement with our own candidates in the next elections. People from us for
us. This is the only way to work for the common good and confront those
who taking control on us, our children and parents.
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
sabateur > bwetersr • 2 months ago • edited

NONE compliance with any/all measures! ideally starting 2020, but if not
now it might well be to late soon as [ physical ] violence will be used AGAINST us!
4 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Coll Doll • 2 months ago

Sounds like the exact M.O. for the Capitol protests . . . .FBI teasing out "militia" and setting them
up with a sting to criminalize legitimate First Amendment challenges to the 2020 Election.
Beware and be aware!
3 △ ▽ 1 • Reply • Share ›
OLIVIA CAMRON • 2 months ago What

cities?
1

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Aybike M > OLIVIA CAMRON • 2 months ago

You can look at their website for the cities close to you. https://worldwidedemonstrat...
1 △ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Deathjab • 2 months ago

The political process will not save us here, (police the band) even sang “There is no political
solution to our troubled evolution, have no faith in constitution there is no bloody revolution” when
there absolutely should be. That song is (Spirits in a material world).
https://www.google.com/sear...
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△▽ • Reply • Share ›
△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Deathjab • 2 months ago

The media try’s to portray protesters as a violent fringe group unless there 100s of thousands,
when that happens they are still shown as violent or censored on the mainstream media. A full on
revolution is what’s needed to stop this NWO juggernaut.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Voyt Regnal • 2 months ago

Huge demonstrations , downplayed obviously by msm. Those who make peaceful protest
impossible will make violent protest inevitable.

△ ▽ • Reply • Share ›
Mr Sausage • 2 months ago

Well hardly surprising the Australian one became violent. But to put that in context, these people
have literally been locked in their homes, fobidden to work so cannot earn a wage and forbidden to
even buy food. Even I am now asking the question: how far do you let things go before violence is
the only answer? I still say no to violence only because I believe Australia still has a fair democratic
process and that if Australians don't like things, they have the capacity to change things with pencil
and paper in the polling booth (though our preferential voting system is a problem because your
third last choice on a ballot paper may end up in Government thanks to your third last vote). But
that is not the full story either, since even in our country you can now literally end up with a tiny
minority Government of perhaps 20 people and they can still run the country without any
democracy whatsoever except on that one polling day every four years.
However back to the protest, it seems to be that the police may have decided to pick off people
once they were no longer outnumbered and even arrested a security guard for a media personality
who is well known as not agreeing with the mainstream narrative but who is fully credentialed, not
violent and who resonates with the sort of grass roots ideals that both conservatives and liberals
would have agreed upon a generation or two ago.
A man charged with punching a horse appears not to have punched the horse so much as
defended himself when the horse was about to run him over.
• Reply • Share ›
Edwar d • 2 months ago

Lies.
• Reply • Share ›
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Children's Health Defense® is a 501(c)3 non-pro t organization. Its
mission is to end childhood health epidemics by working aggressively to
eliminate harmful exposures, hold
those responsible accountable, and to establish safeguards so this
never happens again.
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